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BEGIN
          The mini-USB plug provides power and charges the
          internal battery. Use the cable and power supply provided.

Hold KEY1 for three seconds.

Be still, and norns will awaken.
          There's a small light near the power plug.
          ORANGE means power.  WHITE means disk access.
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MENU
You begin at home.
You end at home.

SELECT  Explore the collection of scripts.
  Selecting a script will show a description.
  Forward again will run the script.
  The play screen will return upon running.
  Tap KEY1 to toggle between PLAY and MENU.

PARAMETERS Scripts can define their own parameters.
  ENC3 changes parameter values.
  HOLD KEY1 and then use KEY2 and KEY3
  to save/load parameter sets.

SYSTEM / AUDIO Like the parameter list, but for the global 
  audio settings. Includes output and input
  levels, headphone gain, aux send (reverb),
  and insert (compression).

SYSTEM / WIFI The WIFI nub must be inserted before starting.
  Here you can set up a hotspot or
  connect to an existing network.

SYSTEM / SYNC A USB disk must be connected. Here you can
  sync your scripts/data/audio to an external disk, 
  or copy scripts/audio/data from an external disk.

SYSTEM / UPDATE This searches the USB disk for update files.

SYSTEM / LOG Displays the day's news.

SLEEP  Powers down, getting rest for later.

LEVELS  Go BACK from home to see the LEVELS screen.
  Here you have VUs and mixing capabilities.
  ENC1 output
  ENC2 input
  ENC3 monitor (input to output)

        TAPE  Within LEVELS you can record and play
  directly to and from disk.
 HOLD KEY2 for all. ENC3 toggles REC/PLAY.

 REC  PLAY
 KEY3 to arm recording. KEY3 loads file.
 KEY3 again to start. KEY3 to play.
 KEY3 again to stop. ENC3 to toggle PLAY/STOP.

AWAKE
A changing melody will play.

ENC1 changes the tempo.
ENC2 navigates position, ENC3 changes position.
KEY3 toggles the sequence to edit.
KEY2 morphs the current sequence.

HOLD KEY1
ENC1 changes scale mode.
ENC2 changes filter cutoff.
ENC3 changes release time.

HOLD KEY3
ENC1 changes transposition.
ENC2 and ENC3 change sequence lengths.
KEY2 resets sequence positions.

TAP KEY1 quickly to enter MENU.

FURTHER
http://monome.org/docs/norns

ENC2 scrolls up/down.
KEY3 is forward.
KEY2 is back.


